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Abstract

I),mmin-indel)endent phmning concentrates ,m the gem
,’ral algorithmic issues raised in exploring a search
.~p~u’e generated in fin(ling sequences of state-transition
fllnc:t.ioLuS between an initial state and a goal state.
h is ackuowledgcd that domain-dependent planning,
in whi,’h fi,atures of specific domains ~e exploited
in this search, offers opportunities for more efficient
planning, but at the price of greater effort in the
,Iomain-en(’oding. The work presented in this paper
is concerned with giving a domain-independent plml-
nrr ~u’~:ess to certain kinds of domain-sl)ecific heuris-
tit’s without the need for additional domain encoding
effort. This is achieve,l by automatically identifying
g~:nerie typ(:s from WI’ltlps planning domain descrip-
tions. Generic types are higher order types allowing
the categorisation of domains (and components of do-
mains) into dolnain classe.s, inchading the commonly
occurring Ounsportation domain class. We show how
!!w generic type structure of (lomains can begin to be
exploited to in(:rc~me planner efficiency. Aa interest-
ing property of the work described here is that domain
components which would not e.a.sily be rccognised, iff
the human. ~.’~ transportation problems can turn out to
I,ave an underlying traztsportation character which (’mr
be ,,xpioited by the application of st~mdard transporta-
t.i,m ,Iomain t,euristics. The an,’flyses described here
are r, mtpletely planner-independent and contribute to
mt increasing collection of p~t,-pl,tnning analysis tools
which help to incrra.se peribrmance of planners by de-
composing and understanding the stru(’tures rff plan-
uiug prol)lems before planners ~tre applied.

Introduction

.Mmiy planning l~roblems feature objects whic]l m’e mo-
bile and wlfich traverse networks of locations in file
process of t~nnspor¢ing non-mobile portable objects be-
tween initial mid goal locations. Logistics, Gripper,
Frrry and others are exa~lples of domains in which
this ,:haracter is explicit and obvious to the huin.~ do-
nlain designer. We (:all these standard trmlsportation
domains. Trmmportation is such a (’ommon feature of
planning I)roblems, either as a central or ;m incident~
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component, that it is remarkable that most domain-
independent pl~mners do not attempt to (:xploit the
feature in improving perform~mce. Probably (:he key
rea.~on why they do not is that to (1o so would re(luir,~
that the planner should recognise tim applicability of
appropriate heuristics. This would al)pear to re, plire
some ill(thor effort on the part of the domain engineer
and this rims counter t,) mu(’h of the work in domain-
iildependent planning which seeks to operate with the
most unadorned (lecl~ative domain descriptions ~m(i
place the burden of problem-solving firnfly on the phm-
ning system itself. There are also cx~unples of domain
components which have an underlying transportation
(:haractcr but whi(’h are not recognizable to the hu-
nmn domain designer as transportation problems (even
if other components of the santo dom,’fin have an obvi-
ous tr~msl)ortation character). A specific ex~nple, the
PaintWall domain, is considered below.

In this paper we pr(,sent an extension to TIM (FOX
& Long 1998), a program comprising a rang(, of static
domain ml;flysis techniques, which ix capable of un-
covering the transportation elements of a wide variety
of standard and non-st~mdar(l transportation domains.
This extension is integrated with our Graphphm-
(lerivatiw, planner (Blum & Furs(1995), S’I’AN (Long
& Fox 1999) and improves thr efficiency of STAN by al-
lowing it to seh:ctivcly exploit heuristics suited to tr.’ms-
portation dom~fins.

~, (:all these domain elements !leneT~c types. Generic
types are higher order types, that is, types I)opulated by
types rather than by domain objects. Having recognised
mobiles ~md maps we (’an use them to prune action in-
stmltiations and to identify certain classes of unsolv-
able goals without search. The ability to infer generic
types allows S’l\-~,N to infer the relevance of a mm~ber of
domain heuristics not normally available fi)r exploita-
tion by a plaimer. The potential benefits of expk)it-
ing such information have been illustrated by Kautz
and Selman (Kautz & Selman 1998), who showed the
performance advantages obtained by providing hand-
coded transportation axioms to their SAT-based plan-
ners. Bacchus (Bacclms & Kabmlza 1998) hand-codes
similar domain-specific axioms in TLl’ian. The hier-
archical planner SHOP (Nau et al. 1999) relics upon
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domain-specific control knowledge, encoded in horn-
clause logic and used to supplement the declarative de-
scription of the domain.

Our analysis exploits the results of the basic type
analysis periormed by TIM and carl be seen as all ex-
tension of the analysis from basic to generic type in-
ference. We are currently able to infer the existence of
mobiles, portable objects, carriers for portable objects
and maps of locations accessible to mobiles and carriers.
The advantage of the analysis performed by TIM is that
it, requires no pump-priming by the domain designer.
The domain description is a standard STRIPS descrip-
tion which requires no annotation or other means of
identifying characteristic features. The identification of
the relationships that. imply the generic type of an ob-
ject is independent of ttle predicate and operator names
used in the domain encoding, and is robust to the order-
ing of arguments within predicates. Although a domain
designer will often encode a standard transportation do-
main using indicative predicate and object naznes, such
as at, which suggests situatedness, and holding, or in..
which suggest conveyance, the use of suggestive names
cannot be relied upon for the automatic extraction of
such structure from a domain description. Many trans-
portation domains are non-standard in the sense out-
lined above, and complex domains may contain trans-
portation sub-components, which even the domain de-
signer has not recognised, or highly interconnected ones
which require a number of unobvious predicates to en-
code.

The results of our analysis can be used in several
ways by a planner. It is possible to use the generic
types to filter operator instantiations by excluding in-
stantiations which relate mobile objects to locations
on maps which they cannot traverse or which relate
portable objects to mobiles which cannot bc carriers
for the particular portable. These instantiations could
not be excluded using basic types alone. The generic
types make dependencies explicit which az’e not visible
at the basic type level. Using basic types it is possi-
ble to exclude instances which require objects of type
truck to be situated at objects of type package (obvi-
ously not well-typed), but not to eliminate instances
which require trucks to be situated at locations which
are not accessible to them. The analysis can also be
used to detect unsolvable problems before attempting
to plazl for them. For example, a goal which places
a mobile object at a location which is unreachable for
that type of mobile, or which will give rise to sub-goals
that do so, can be identified as unsoh, able. Wc carl also
use the analysis to identify situations in which certain
(It)main-specific heuristics can be exploited without loss
of completeness. For example, the standard transporta-
tion heuristic which states that an object should never
be collected from its destination or deposited at its start
location (both BLACKBOX (Kautz & Selman 1998) 
TLPlan(Bacchus & Kabanza 1998) exploit this in the
Logistics domain) can lead to incompleteness if used in
any transportation domain in which objects can play

Figure 1: FSM depicting state transitions in the Rocket
domain

roles other than simply being moved from one place to
another. For example, keys in the Grid world are re-
quired for opening doors as well as being the objects
that are moved between locations. The heuristic can
safely be used if it can be inferred that. the domain has
a pu~ transportation character - that is, there are no
features of the mobiles or the portables that could in-
terfere with the simple transportation goals of the do-
main. We have experimented with the use of generic
types to reduce the number of action instances and to
reduce search where it can be inferred that the struc-
ture of the domain safely allows it. The results of these
experiments are reported below.

The Basic TIM Analysis

The analysis described in this paper exploits the results
of the basic type analysis l)erformed by TIM (Fox &
Long 1998). TIM automatically infers a rich type struc-
ture and a collection of invariants from az~ unadorned
STareS domain description. In (Fox & Long 1998) it 
shown that the inferred type structure enables STAN to
prune action instances and obtain a significant speed-up
in the plan generation process.

In the basic analysis of "rim a domain is viewed as a
collection of Fhfite State Machines (FSMs) with domain
constants traversing the states within them. States cor-
respond to collections of properties. A property is a
projection of a proposition onto one of its arguments,
denoted by" the predicate name subscripted with the ar-
gument position being considered. For example, in the
R.ockct domain (Blum & Furst 1995) there are rockets
mid packages, with rockets being capable of being at1
locations and of moving, by driving, from being at1 one
location to being atl another, and of being ]uelledl or
un]uelledl, and of moving between these two states, at:
can be seen as forming a one-node FSM, and fuelled1
mid unfuelledl as forming a two-node FSM. This view
is depicted in Figure 1.

Packages can be at~ locations or .in~ rockets, and can
move between these states in the resulting two-node
FSM. In this example, rockets can be in states that in-
volve more than one FSM, since they can be both at1
and fuelled1, or at1 and unfuelledl. The predicates in
tim initial state, and on the add and delete lists of op-
erator scJmmas, provide TIM with a way of associating
domain constants with FSM transitions, and are used
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to form pTvpcrty and att, ribute spaces which partition
thv domain constants into a type structure. Each prop-
erty spare describes the properties that are exchm~ged
during the state transitions that c,’m be made by the as-
sociated domain objects. The exchanges of properties
that art, possible are described by rules included iu the
imq~erty spaces. A rule is of the form enablers :~ starrl
--+ end where the enablers arc properties an ohject nmst
have to be a,bl(, to make the transition and start and end
:u’e tim properties lost and gained in the exchange, re-
spoct.ivoly. For example, the rule fuclledl ~ at] -~ atl
is gom~rat ed in the Rocket donmin. Attribute spaces de-
scribe the properties that are acquired or lost, without
exchange, when ~m object makes a state transition. For
example, alovation loses the property of having an ob-
.ject situated at it when that object moves, but it gains
no other property in exchange for the one lost. The
(-onst.ructitm and use of prol)erty and attribute spaces
is fully d(,srribed in (Fox & Long L998).

The prtqmrty aald attribute spaces provide the basis
for tit(’ inference of a collection of invariants which (’~m
be used t.o reduce elt’ort during the searching phase of
phm generation. They also provide the foundat.ion for
the ~xt(,nde(l analysis (h:scril)ed in this paper.

The Extended Analysis
"l’ho extended analysis performed by TIM involves the
itlcntificat.i(m of mobile objects and the maps of loca-
tions upon which they move. It also identifies portable
object s and c.arriers for those l)ortable objects. We now
descrilm the processes l)y which t.hese generic types a.re
iuf(.rre(l.

Inferring the Existence of Mobiles

The tirst phase in our anMysis is concerned with iden-
tit~’ing mobile o[)jects. A mobile object is defined to
bt, (me that (’ml make a self-l)rOl)clled transition froln
being situated in tree location to being situated in an-
other lo(’ation. Any domain description that contains
mobiles will include a predicate for expressing the cur-
rent situation of a mobile. For example, the predicate
,.t ndght be used to express the fact that tl~LckI is sit-
uat(,d at city1-2 in a standard Logistics encoding. The
fa~.t at(tru.ckl,cityl-’2) expresses the situation of an ex-
plit’it molfih~ (Jbj(:t:t, the truck. We. call the predicate.
in this fact *m at-relation, because it expresses situat-
odness, lint the nmn(: of the predicate is not important.
For examl)le, in the Mystery domain (McDermott 1998)
(which is ,’m encoded transportation domain) the fact
r’Tnvf’s(’rest,]lounder) exi)resses the situation of the mo-
I)ih, rest at the location flounder1.

It. might seem obvious that at(t~Lckl,cityl-2) ex-
1)r~ssos the situation of an explicit mobile object, and

ITn the Mystery domain pleasures (including rest) en-
code robots, while foods (including flounder) encode loca-
l ions. The craves predicate enco(les situatedness while feast
is the move operator and eats encodes accessibility between
lot:ittions.
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even that craves(rest,flounder) does, once the Mystery
domain is decoded. However.. there are domain be-
haviours that the hnman observer would not charac-
terise as being of the transportation type and yet which
c,’m be revealed to be analogous to the standard trans-
portation donmins. An example is the Paint’vVall do-
main, consisting of several decorators, walls and paints.
Figure 6 gives the two domain operators: a paint oper-
ator allows walls to be painted from one colour to an-
other and at go_to_wall operator allows a decorator to
move from one wall to ~lother. A set of constraints d~,
termines width colours can be applicd on top of which
other colours. For example it is generally necessary
for a wall to be primed and undercoatcd before it can
he painted in the desired colour. Light paints can-
not be placed over dark ones and some surfaces require
paint-stripping bed)re any other colours can he el)plied.
There might be surfaces which, once applied, can never
be removed. To (’omplicate matters, not all paints need
be suited to M1 wMls. This feature of the domain, which
can be found in the simple example of an initial state.
fi)r the domain in Figure 7, requires care.rid e.xanlination
to determine.

At first sight PaintWall might appear to be a stan-
dard transportation domain in whi¢~ tim decorators are
mobile and t.he walls form the locations between which
they move. ltowever, this observation alone would
not provide the planner with any exploitable structure,
since tim network of wails is completely connected (a
decorator can move freely hetween any pair of walls) so
there is no action pruning or search reduction implied.
However, our analysis reveals that, in fact the walls are
nxobile, traversing a network of locations fornled by the
paints! The edges in this network are given by the ac-
cessibility relation between pairs of paints. The emily-
sis is also ahl,, to recognise the presence of mobile ob-
jects moving on a totally connected network of wails.
STAN van exploit the detection of the wails as mobile
very effectivel3x as our results denmnstrate. The pri-
mary advantage is that STAN can avoid constructing
action institutes which would paint walls with unsuit-
alfle colours. The worked example below shows how this
is done. As this exanlple shows, the generic type anal-
ysis of a domain can assist the planner in distinguish-
ing mcaningfid sub-types (in this case two sub-types
of walls) and their associated behaviours within that
domain. Similarly, in Logistics, our analysis (:an dis-
tinguish the sub-type of trucks moving on locations in
city1 from the sub-type of trucks nloving around city’2.

The starting point for the detection of mobiles is the
identification of property spaces denoting FSMs com-
l)rising self-commcted nodes formed from single prop-
erties. For example, in the FSM in Figure 2 the
component denoting the at1 property exchange reveals
the presence of mobil(: objects in the collection of do-
main objects associated with thc corresponding prop-
erty space. TIM performs sub-spa~ analysis to identify
the subset of objects, in the property space, that can
traverse this FSM component. Actually ’,ill of the ob-
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Figure 2: FSM depicting state trazlsitions of cars and
transporters: cars may be loaxled into transporters ,~nd
carried, or may drive separately.

jects can make the ati ~ at1 transition, but only the
cars can make the art --~ in(, in~ --~ at1 transitions.
As we explain below cars can be inferred to be both
mobile and portable objects because of being able to
make both kinds of transition. The transporters cart be
inferred to be the carriers for the cars.

In the description so far we have assumed that the
at-relation, indicating the presence of mobiles, is a two-
place predicate in which one of the arguments is the me-
lille itself and the other is the location at which it is situ-
ated. Although this is a limiting assumption it is a rea-
sonable one. and true of all of the benchmark domains.
()ur current failure to detect other, more complex, mo-
biles (such as ones for whidl the at-relation h~Ls more
titan two arguments, for e.xaniple at(robot, rooml,]uel2),
encoding the situatedness of a mobile with a given fuel
level) does not compromise tile soundness or utility of
our existing aztalysis. We are also able to recognise the
presence of implicit mobiles, encoded in predicates. ]~br
example, in Gripper, the fact at_rebind(foetal ) refers
to an implicit mobile (the robot) and the location 
that robot at rotmtl. Our analysis recog~lises one-place
predicates as potential at-relations and is able to report
the presence of implicit mobiles.

Figure 3 gives a pseudo-code description of the
mr~bih,-i,teutification part of our analysis in property
sl)ac.cs and sub-spaces. The key observation regarding
sub-spaces is that this analysis refines the analysis of
the parent spaces, identifying subsets of mobile objects
~nongst a larger collection in the parent spat:(;.

Inferring the Maps Associated with the
Mobiles

Mobih:s traverse maps consisting of connected loca-
tions. Each mobile type uses a move schema to perform
the transition. The name of the sclmma is not signif-
icant: whichever sdmma produces a at -4 at rule is
id,mtified as a metre schema for that nmbile type. The
locations they can visit depend on the mobile type. For
example., in Logistics encodings, the mobile type t,ntck
can traverse the roads linking locations in their respec-
tive cities, whilst the mobile type airplane can traverse
the flight paths lh~king airports. Furthermore, in stan-
dm’d Logistics encodings trucks can only traverse the
city networks that are ~:cessible to their initial location.
Part of the process of identifying mobiles is identifying

fi~r each property space, P

for each rule in P, r
if r is of the form c ~ p --* p

where p is a property that. appears in a singleton

state in P
and p corresponds to an arity 2 predicate, pred

(hen construct a new mobile collection, M;

associate r with .~;
put the objects in P into M’:

mark the other argument of pred as a location type

record pred as the "at" relation of P;

for each subspace, S

for each rule in S, r

if r is of the form ¯ =~ p --~ p

where p is a property that appears in a singleton

state in P
and p corresponds to an arity 2 predicate, pred

theu if r is already associated with a mobile collection, M

then if ~1 is already refined

then contruct a related mobile collection, MJ;

associate M~ with M;
put 1he objects in S into M’;

else replace the objects in M with

objects from S;

mark M as refined;

else construct a new mobile collection, M;

put the objects in P into M;

mark the other argument of pred as a location

type
record prod as the "at" relation of P;

mark M as refined;

Figure 3: Pseudo-code algorithm for detecting mobile
objects in a planning domain description.
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Figurt, .1: Ct)nnected comi)tment fronl the drive_truck
O] it,re[ ( it" ill Logistics.

( :.’u’tiot, "l’R AVE].

:lmramel.ers (?T ?X ?Y)

:l)re(’ondition (and (herders ’.’X 

(at ?T ?X)

(has-visa ?T ?Y)I

:effect land (at ?’l." ?Y)

(not (at ?T ?X)))}

Figure 5: The travel t)perator

the maps they traverse. We do this by identifying n, ap
links in tim l)reconditions of tile relevant move schema.
A nml) link is fornled by one or more static connectivity
relatit)ns indicating a direct link bc.tween two locations.
The identification of Inaps involves the recognition of
(’ertaiu static relations as significant in determining th(’
(’(mimctivity of the map.

The identification of maps relies Ul)On the ability to
dett,i’mine the st)urce and destination locations of a mo-
l)ih, tr;msition. The source and destimttion t)f a I ran-
silt(in m’e identified I)y tln(ling tilt: location argument
in tim at-relation (m the l)reconditions an(l add-lists,
resl)ectively, of the .mow, st’heine for that moi)ile. W(,
c()nsl ru(’t a graph in which the nodes are tlt(, vm’ial)les
rt,forrt,(l h) l)y the operator schema and edges link pairs
,if variables that appear in the same l)reconditions in
Ihe st:heine. IIaving constructed the graph we identify."
tim connected (’onlpoIlent,s which contain each t)f the
source and destination varial(les. Collections of pre(’on-
ditit)ns in the schenla whic|, refer only to vm’iables in
those (’(mne(:ted (.omponents forln inap links in the 
t’;ttiolt lnat) t(’av(u’sed by the mobile. We exclude tim
m()l)ile ;~t.-relation from the graph construction i)rt)(:ess,
as w(, want to l)revent the. nlobih, itself from being used
tt) idt,ntify map links except in the case where rite inap
is tlelmn(lent, in some way.. on tile Inol)ile. Figure .i
indicates tim result of map-inference in the Logistics
domain. In this (~xaml)le the map-link is the proposi-
tion:

2(7. Iocatian.( F) A location(T)
Ai’n._cily( F.. C) A in_city(T, 177)

and the map consists of all w;ws of satisfying this propo-
siti(m for F and T. Map ilfference can be done in ex-
at’tly l.h(, s;tltl(, way wheil the reel)tie itself ix implicit 
l.ht, t)pt,rat()r schema.

An examl)le of a domain in wllieh a dependent real)
would lie derived is the following Traveller donmin.
Travellers can truly (rater countries they have visas fi)r,
s,) that tilt’ map of (:ountries associated with a traveller
ix d(q)en(lent ui)on the visas held by that travelle.r. 
travcl el)crater in Figure 5 contains a has_visa precon-
(tit ion which enables this dependency to be detected I)y
the map construction pro(:ess. The relevant map-link
is:

ST. b~yrders(X, Y) A has_visa(T, 

The map consists of all ways of satisfying this l)roposi-
tion for X mad Y, and the question of whether a given
traveller can traverse any specific link in the nlal) is then
determined by whether that traveller has a visa for the
l" location.

Our current analysis has blindspors timt we are cur-
rently addressing. First, our aalalysis would llOt: at
present, recognise as mobile any object which had to
I)~ms t,hrt)ugh an intermediate state in the prot:ess 
gel.ling from a to b. For example, a frog which could
only got. from one riverbank to another by using a lily-
pad as a stei)l)ing-stone woukl not be seen as mobile.
We use the l)rese]lt:e of intornmdiato sl:;ttes to indicate
that some third party is involved in the transportation
(if the object and that it is not, therefore: fully self-
I)rOl)elled. IIowc.ver, in thin examph~, the lilyl)ad is 
in any sense transporting the frog. Secondly, the as-
sumI)tion that at-relations will alw;tys be one- or two=
place is restrictive. It is possible to anti(:ipate domain
en(’odings in which an at-relation might also have argu-
ments indicating levels of available resources, or other
features. For exanH)l(’, the fax:t that an object is 
a lo,’ation mid that that object has tirol available to
it., might I)e wral)pc,l up ill a single predicat(; such 
at_with_fuel(objeet.loeation, boolean). We currently re-
quire this In’Olmrty to be broken down into the two dis-
tinct ones at(object,,location)) and faelled(object). Al-
though this assumption does not seem unreasonahle.
and it is in fact tit(: convention for S’l’lllPS modelling,
it, is l)ossible to see tim mobile as moving in a nmlti-
dimensional space defined by the other arguments to
the at-relation.

A Worked Example of Mobile and Map
Inference in the PaintWall domain
The PaintW,’dl donlain features the two operators in
Fi~lrc 6. Given these, the basic mmlysis performed
by TIM identifies tim following FSMs. The processes by
which these FSMs wouht be constructed is summarised
in Section and fully described in (Fox & Long 1998).

The l)ain.tedl FSM describes at] unassisted state tran-
sition and is therefore recognised, by the extended amd-
ysis, as indicating the presence of an explicit mobile
colic.orion containing all of the objects that can make
the transition from one paintedl prope.rty to another.
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(:action PAINTWALL
:parameters (?D ?X ?F ?T)

:precondition (and (painted ?X ?F)

(have ?T)

(can-cover ?T ?F}
(by-wall ?D ?X))

:effect (and (painted ?X ?T)
(not (painted ?X ?F))))

(:iwlion G O_TO_V~’ALL

:parameters (?D ?F ?T)

:precondition (and (by_wall ?D ?F)

(wall ?T))
:effect (and (by_wall ?D ?T)

(not (by_wall ?D ?F)))}

Figure 6: The operators from the PaintWall domain

(dcline {problem paintwa]l)

(:init Itave wend-undercoat) (llave wood-primer)

lu~ve wood-white) (have wood-blue) (have wood-slripper)

liave metal-primer) (have metal-undercoat)

llave metal-white) (have metal-IflueJ (have metal-stripper}
call-cover wood-undercoat wood-primer)

can_cover wood-white wood-undercoat)

can-cover wood-blue wood-white)
"can_cover wood-blue wood-undercoat)

can_cover wood-stripper wood-blue)

lean_cover metal-undercoat metal-primer)

’can_cover metal-wifite metal-undercoat}

’can-cover metal-blue metal-white)

can-cover metal-blue metal-undercoat)
can-cover metal-stripper metal-blue)

’wall kitchen-wall) {waU warehouse-wall}

by_wall decorator kltchen-wall)
(painted kitchen-wall wood-blue)

(painted warehouse-wail metal-blue))

Figure 7: A small initial state for the PaintWail domain.

Figure 8: FSM depicting state transitions of wails and
decorators.

, ..... .............. .....

{,"~’,.,~ % ~illl’-I~Oll’i.’l"
//i

Figure 9: Connected component analysis from the paint
operator in PaintWall. The nodes in the connected
component are used to identify the map-link for map
construction. The collection of preconditions in the
schema (in Figure 6) refering to these nodes will 
conjoined to form the map-link.

These are the objects of type wall - the only type as-
sociated with the property space defined by this FSM.
The move operator for these mobiles is the paint op-
erator which generated the rule painted1 ~ painted1.
Similarly, the decorators are identified as mobile on the
map of wails (so walls are both locations and mobile on
their own map).

The next stage in the analysis is to identify tim maps
of locations that the two mobile collections use. In
the PaintWail case exclusion of the at-relation from
the construction of the connected components reveals
can_cen~er and have to be the only map-link predicates.
Figure 9 shows the process by which the connected com-
ponent, whk~ forms the basis for the inferen(’c of the
map traversed by thc wall mobile, is constructed in the
PaintWaU domain. Tim inferred map-link is the propo-
sition:

can_cover(T, F) A have(T)

and the map consists of "all possible ways of satisfying
this proposition by binding T and F. The map loca-
tions traversed by the walls are the paints. There are
two components in the map defined by this relation
for the example give in Figure 7. These components
arc isolated from one another - no wall can cross from
one component of the map to the other. Our azmly-
sis sub-divides the wails into two mobile sub-types, one
associated with each of the two components. Mem-
bership of the two sub-types is determined simply by
path-existence from the starting locations of the walls
in the two components. This observation can be used
to dramatically reduce the number of action instances
that would be built by a planner without recourse to
this analysis. The network traversed by the decorators,
which is inferred by analysis of the go_to_waU opera-
tor, is uninteresting in this sense since it is totally con-
netted.

Inferring the Existence of Portable Objects
and their Carriers

Transportation domains are characterised by the pres-
ence of objects which will be transportcd between lo-
cations by some, or all, of the mobiles in the domain.
In a typical transportation domain there may be con-
straints that imply that only a subset of the mobiles
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load

Llnl’,~ild

Figure [0: FSM indicating the presence of portable ob-
.i~wts

van be c’arri(,rs fi)r partic:ular kinds of l)ortabh’ objects
(heavy objot’ts might need to I)e trmLsported by special
varrying equipment, for example).

()ur algorithm for inferring the (,xistence of port.al)le
objo(’ts begins by looking for FSM struc:tures which in-
([i(’~t.(, ttmt any transition in the location of associated
abj(,cts must pass through an internlediate state involv-
ing a self propelled (mobile) object. In Logistics, pack-
agrs wtmhL be’ (letected as l)ortable because (’hanges 
their ati l)roperties require them to pass through an in-
~4ation with ;m mc~bih’, indi(’ating their transportation
I)y a third p:trty. Figure 10 shows the relevant FSM
struc’l m’r. infern:d by TIM from the Logistics operator
schemas. The first, task is to )dentil),, the in-relation
and establish the l)roducing schemas for the at -> i71
and in -+ at transitions. The producer for the at -~ in
transition is the load schrma and the producer for the
in. ~ at I ransition is the unload schema. The in-relation
al~poars on t.ho add-list of the load s(’h(,nm and on the
drlrt(’-list of the unload, and it has t)oth a portable ar-
gUltlOltt a.ncl, ill the cast~ of explicit carriers, a crarrier
argmnc,nt. We assume that portables are always ex-
plicit. Domain objects are made implicit by encoding
l.hem in predicates with corresponding dedicated oper-
at.ors. This is only f(,a,sible if there are few such objects,
mid whilst there is often only one mobile in a bench-
mark (hmmin there are generally many portables.

It. is possible for a collection of domain objects to
be, st,on as both mobih’ and portal)le if that collection
can p(~rfornl both an ummsisted state transition and an
~ssistt,d one. This situation occurs for the cars in th(’
domMn described by the FSM in Figure 2. In Grip-
per tin, pick schema is infi,rred to be the load operator,
and drop is inferred to be the .unload. The in-relation
in h.oldi.ug. In Ferry, embark and debark are the le~zd
mJd uuhmd operators and ¢m is the in-relation. In Mys-
tery, ewcrc(nn.e and succumb are tile load and uTdoad
schemas, and fears is the in-relation. The existence of
a twig-state FSM of the form depicted in Figure 10 is
not mltomatit:ally indicatiw~ of the presence of port:t-
blos. It is necessary for the at-relation to be associ-
ated with a location which appears on the map of some
mobil(, that can be interpreted ~m the carrier for the
l~ortabh., and the in-relation to link the portable to a
mobile. For instance, in ix domain with lightswitches
that (’an be turned on and off TIM would generate 

sinfilar two state FSM to that in Figure 10. However,
the properties in the states would not be linked to lo-
catkins and mobiles, so the lightswitches would not be
seen as portable.

When portables have been extrax:ted the identifica-
tion of their associated carriers is quite straightforward.
We identify as the carrier the mobile that is situated in
the sanle location as the portable, in the c~qe of the
load, and ill the (test)nation of the portable in the case
of unload, and which appears as the carrier argument
to the in-relation. We do not currently deal with the
case where multiple carriers are needed. If the carrier
in implicit and the preconditions mention mobiles that
nmst be present for lo,~ling or nnloading to tMce place,
then the analysis will not, at present, identify the car-
rier. For exmnple, if a security guard must be present to
witness the loading and unloading of the portable into,
and ()tit of, an implicit carrier then the carrier emmet
be reliably identified. In ,ill cases where the analysis
cannot be definitive, it defaults, gracefully, to standard
b(,haviour.

So that we can identity’ candidate carriers a~l(l the
Iovations between which they move, mobile objects are
inferred before I)ortables in our algorithm. Space linfi-
tations prevent a riffler description of the algorithms: a
detailed (lescription is in preparation.

Results of Initial Application of the
Generic Types Analysis

In this set’tion we present the results of using the mobile
extraction mmlysis to I)rune action instant)at)on in 
Graphplan-based phmner STAN. This represents only
prelinfinary use of the analysis but illustrates tile l)O-
tential for benefit offered by this form of pre-planning
analysis. All experiments were performed on a PII-300
PC with 128 Mh of RAM, running Red Hat Linux ver-
sion 5.2. All timings are elapsed time measurements in
milliseconds. We have presented results obtained from
standard benchmark domains for ease of c:onlparison.

The ability to relate different mobile types with the
location maps upon which they can move enables a sig-
nificant reduction in the nunfl)er of well-typed action
instances. For exmnple, m~y attempt to move, load or
unload a mobile object to, from or at a location not
accessible to it, is not well-typed. The generic type
inference is done before action instantiatiozl, and in-
forms the process of instmltiation by associating, with
each schema, tile mobile objects from which the mo-
bile argument in the schema (:an be instant)areal and
the locations accessible to these objects on their maps.
If a schema has no mob)h: argument then either the
mobile is implicit in that schema, in which case only
the accessible locations are supplied, or the situation
of mobiles is irrelevant to the schema, in which case
STAN defaults to its standard instant)at)on process on
that schema. In Logisitics, in which there are several
disconnected maps traversed by different sub-types of
the truck nmbile, we have been able to solve problems
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Figure 11: Results derived fi’om Logistics and Mystery
demonstrating a comparison between STAN and S’I’ANT
(S’I’AN with generic type inference) on AIPS-98 compe-
tition data sets.
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Figure 12: Results derived from Gripper and Ferry
demonstrating a comparison between S’[’AN and STANd-.
These domains have implicit mobiles.

not previously solvable by STAN. Figure 11 illustrates
the comparative performances of STAN without generic
type analysis and STAN with this analysis (STANq-) 
a collection of 6 Logistics problems from the AIPS-98
compe.tition data set. In this graph the solid line indi-
cates equal performance and points above the line in-
dicate an advantage for STAN-}-. STANd- was able to
solve an additional problem, problem 17, in 8 seconds,
which could not be solved with available resources by
STAN. Problem 4 was solved by STAN-[- in 25 seconds,
and by STAN in 42 seconds, but this point was not in-
cluded in the graph because it would have obscured the
other data.

The recognition that the domain is a transportation
domain, together with the observation that objects in
the domain play no other role than to be transported,
enables STANq- to exploit a heuristic which prunes load
instances, that load portables from their final desti-
nations, and unload instances that unload portables
at their initial situations. This is a powerful general
heuristic which is one of the key performance-enhancing
Ileuristics supplied by Kautz and Sehnan to SATPLAN
in (Kautz & Selman 1998). Kautz and Selman sup-
ply this heuristic as a hand-coded, domain-specific, ax-
iom. The heuristic exploited by STANq- is domain-
independent, in the sense that STANq- caIl exploit it
whenever it is able to infer the appropriate domain
structure without explicit instruction from the domain
engi~mer. All of the data sets illustrated here were
generated using this heuristic, since they are all pure
transportation domains. It must be emphasised that
the decision to use the heuristic is made automatically,
by S~I:aN+, not by the user manually configuring the
behaviour of the system.

The Gripper and Ferry domains both have implicit
mobiles. In these domains there is no benefit to be ob-
tained simply by excluding action instances that refer
to unreachable h)cations because all locations are reach-
able by the mobiles. The draznatic performance ben-
efits demonstrated by the graphs in Figure 12 derive
from combining the symmetry machinery, described
in (Fox & Long 1999) and implemented in both STAN

and STAN+, with the heuristic described above. It
should b(: noted that this combination allows STANq-
tO solve optimally all 20 of the competition Gripper
problems. In the competition only 4 of these problems
were solved optimally by any of the planners. This ex-
plains why the data in Figure 12 is presented as two
separate data plots for this domain, rather than as a
single comparative plot as for the other domains. The
Ferry domain has similar characteristics to Gripper and
benefits from thc same combination of analyses.

The PaintWall domain presented in this paper was
given as an example of the potential for our generic
types analysis in a non-standard transportation do-
main. The PaintWall instances in which the identifi-
cation of mobiles yield an advantage are those in which
the map, traversed by the mobiles, is split into two or
more disconnected components. The following formula
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I,oKistics
Prob. With ("i" N,; (l’I"
I 336 13(;~

2 946 361|0
3 215(1 16156
¯ I 32111 26013
5 336 220.’3
H 3671 72b.|8
7 I (;7}( S690
N ;~N23 ., 6f15~(’1
q g;273 62260

10 ii(ffi8 .llJ 1(J(1
i I 13([G .l(i~f)
i2 1155:1 99.1,11
l .~ L3627 ~,~.4")ll37
t I 7.351 73316
I 5 153|’; 10539

16 5.~.13 3(1751
17 262.1 1970N

I~ 243,|f) >iq911.lO

19 1.157.1 :~79296

20 20N6.q >87615

Mystery

|’rub. With (;T No O’r

I 102 1.~,
2 6()~ 368(I
3 608 1856
4 130 252

5 552 3096
6 5.544 14454

7 204 l 128
8 2.130 6372

9 512 2.t08
10 3132 4217.i

Ftgut’+’ 13: Nutnber of action instances generated by
S’IAN wirh and without g(,neric types analysis: where
a lmver bound is given the instantiations overflowed
5 I2hlb of memory.

givl~s tilt’ exact llUlllber of act|Oil instances prulled wllell

there are 7~ map components, where the ith component
has ri edges a.nd m.i mobiles that traverse it.

f!

i=1 j=l.j¢t

l:,n’ example, in the instance presente(l in Figure 7 the
munber of actions pruned will be 10, out of the total
action instance set of 22. Figure 13 shows the number
c Df action instmwes generated by STAY with ami without
generic type analysis in a selection ~ff instances from thr
AIPS 98 comlmtition data set.

Related Work
Tim im.egration of domain-specific meeh~misms into
domaill-independent plmming has been considered in a.
[i’w contexts: Srivastava mM Kmnbhampati (Srivastava
& Kalnbhmnpati 1999) show how a plalmer can cxphfit
rrsourc(,s in the generation (ff pbms. They observe that,
;i.~ resnurces increase, planning I)ecomes harder because
(ff the corresponding incr(,ase in the number of ways
to allo(:at(, those resources. Their work demonstrates
th:tt the S(’lmration of th(’ resource ~dlocation froln the
phmning process improves the phmning performance.
H(,wevel’, this separation is not automatic as it relies
on annotation of the domain description by hand.

Automatic pre-planning domain ~malysis has ~dos
bren previously explored by several researchers.
Koehler (Koehler 19981 uses an mxtomatic pre-plmming

analysis to mqsist IPP I)y ide.ntifying subproblems, rep-
resenting milestones in the phmning process, which era1
be ordered to avoid some search. However, this analysis
renders n,P ineomph~t(: for optimal plmm in some do-
mains so cannot be safe.ly exploited fully mxtomatically.
Nebel, Dinmpouh)s aald Koehler (Nebel, Dimmopoulos,
& Koehler 1997) provide It, r, with a number of config-
ur:tble options to allow the user to select filters (R.IFO)
which elimimtte irrelevant facts and objcc.ts from the
domain prior to instmltiation of actions.

Fully automatic pre-plamfing analyses have "also been
explor(~d. Port.cous and McCluskey (McCluskey & Por-
teous 19971 have used automatic pre-plmming analysis
,ff domains (receded in their nl)ject-(’entred language,
()CL, t, identit:y go~d orderings and ram:re-operator se-
quene(,s. Gerevini mad Schubert (Gcrevini & S(’hubert
19961, Scholz (Scholz 19991, Kclleher aml Cohn (K(:lle-
her & Cohn 19921 and Fox ;uz(l Long (Fox & Long 1998)
(:arry out domain invariant extraction for the purpose of
SUl)ph,menting the reasoning processes of the phulner.
Refanidis (Rcfanidis & Vhdmvas 19991 and Geffncr an(l
Bon(,t (Geffner & Bonet 1998) pre-process planning 
mains to extract search heuristic hmetions which they
then use t o inform a variation on the A* search strategy.
Howe rt al. (Ilow,, et al. 1999) have begun to exl)lore
automatic phumer s,,h,ction on lh(’ basis of suital)ility
to i)articuhlr domain structures. This is I)ased on 
quantitative m(,asurenmnt of the e.xtent to which a par-
ti(’l]lar prol)lem fits tim prollle of a parti(’ular planner,
using a detailed emt)irical an(l statistical analysis of the
candidate l)lammrs.

Conclusion
The work described in this lmper exten(ts the fully auto-
lnatic strmM of pn~Iflanning mmlysis t)y stepping back
from analysing tim incidental properties of individual
domains and instead looking for the defining charac-
teristi¢’s of certain (:lasses of domains. Cl~kssif.ying do-
mains a(’cc)rding to their (:haracteristic feal, ures (such ,as
1,t1(, l)ros(’nce of trmmi)ortation components) allows 
automatic invo(’ation of heuristics suited to the apl)ro-
priate ¢’l;ms (ff domains. We have shown how the clas-
sification (ff domains as t>ure transportation dozmfins
alh)ws the use of a domain specific heuristic that dra-
ma.tically improves the I)erformance of tim planner on
these d, mmins.

The identification of higher order types provides
us with the potential to perform more precise type-
checking thml can be managed using the b,’~ic type
structures inli;rred by TIM, allows us to invoke more
pow(:rful invarimlts than can currently be inferred to
Im rehwm~t 1)y any other automat|(- technology and 
|dentil3, certain UlmOlval)le goals without IJlanning. We
h~Lve so far shown l.hat the results of our analysis can
improvr the performance of planners by enabling dras-
tic pruning of incorrectly typed action instmaces and the
elimination of search along paths which, becaus(: of the
nature of the (lomain, can be inferred to lead necessarily
to dea(l ends. Wc ,axe currcntly working on extending
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our ~malysis to capture more sophisticated notions of
mobility and portability and considering new ways to
exploit the information in the search process itself.
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